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Machinery replacement: Benchmarks and policy- Kwinana West port zone
A GRDC funded RCSN survey of Kwinana West (KW) farmers has identified investment levels of machinery
on-farm in the KW port zone vary significantly on a $ invested per hectare basis but also on a $ per gross
income potential basis. The latter measure being based on long-term average wheat yields which takes into
account the wide variation in potential for each land type in the KW zone.
This would indicate that attitudes to required machinery investment levels also vary significantly.
Machinery replacement triggers were also evaluated with different triggers dominating the primary reason
for machinery upgrades for each machine or machine set.
On a whole-of farm basis, total machinery investment in the KW zone averaged $1.37m equating to
$362/ha.
As a proportion of Gross farm Income Potential for wheat (GIPw) assuming average long term yields and a
wheat price of $250/t, machinery investment averaged 66% of GIPw.
On a proportional investment by operation type, the investment in machinery for primary farming functions
equated to 31% for seeding, 26% for spraying, 25% for harvest, 9% for trucks and 9% for other machinery
considered “significant”.
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